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Produce More Than You 
Consume 

A Happy Life 

Produce more than you consume (at least 5-6 out of  seven days a week) is a kind of  belief  or credo 
that I have followed over the last few years. Honestly, sometimes more sometimes less, because I also 
have phases in which it is extremely difficult for me to be a doer and consumption is something like the 
distraction or the way out for this time. Which doesn’t necessarily mean that it’s good but that is a 
question which I write about in another lecture (The Golden Triangle - Body, Mind, Soul). 

Thanks to my parents, among others, I lived this credo in my childhood. At first without consciously 
perceiving this as such, then later through conscious argumentation of  my parents. My childhood was 
characterized by creativity and various processes of  creating. From the age of  15, this decreased rather 
quickly. At the same time, my consumption increased significantly and steadily. In the years of  life 15 
to 19, I consumed incredibly much and produced/created virtually nothing more. 
One day, out of  nowhere, there was a turning point for me then. Something in me remembered my 
previous lifetime and made me realize that I wanted to live a different life again. At least that's how I 
can describe it today. Today I can say that I probably felt quite empty and due to all that pleasure I 
didn't feel joy anymore. Viktor Frankl once said: „When a person can’t find a deep sense of  meaning, 
they distract themselves with pleasure“. This describes my situation back then really good and without 
being presumptuous, I can observe this in many of  my fellow human beings. 

Little by little, I was able to dedicate myself  to creating things again and to limit my consumption. 
One day, as I was reviewing my childhood in my mind, I set myself  the credo: Produce more than you 
consume at least 5-6 out of  seven days a week. 

I think we all can agree that it's not always easy not to consume. Consumption is one of  the easiest 
ways to live and spend your day. - And besides, it lurks almost everywhere. Not consuming more than 
you "produce" is really not easy and requires careful observation, reflection and action. I write 
produce in quotation marks because in principle it could also mean create. 
By "creating" I obviously mean the opposite of  consuming - because you have an open input. 
However, creating doesn't have to mean literally creating things from scratch - it's more about having 
the opportunity to express yourself  creatively. As a rule, these activities are also things you can do 
much, much better with a little practice. 
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We are all creators 
I think that we are all creators. Creating makes happy. Who creates much in his life what comes out of  
him, is happy. I'll just say that now. True to the words of  Scottish novelist Robert Louis Stevenson: 
"Judge each day not by the harvest you reap, but by the seed you plant“. 

To be able to create we need time. To become creative at all we also need time - and often even 
boredom. Sure, I often get creative because I was inspired by something. But often I am most creative 
when I am bored. In moments when I am sitting around or lying around, going for a walk etc. and 
have nothing to do. If  I perceive these moments as something special and do not destroy them from 
the first boredom thought with quick distraction/amusement, then after some time my creativity 
comes out. For me this means that we should not immediately distract ourselves when we feel 
boredom, but should perceive boredom as something very valuable, a source of  creativity. 

Pleasurable vs. Enjoyable Experiences 
At this point now I would like to highlight an important distinction of  two words: pleasure and joy. 
You read them earlier already written in bold. 
Activities like eating, drinking, sleeping, and watching entertainment, are examples of  pleasurable 
experiences. They’re passive and transient in nature. Enjoyable experiences, on the other hand, are 
active. Think of  sports, writing, and art - they demand you to show up to it and be fully immersed in 
it. Pleasurable experiences are rooted in consumption. Enjoyable experiences are rooted in creation. 

This relates to what Rabindranath Tagore, the Bengali poet, philosopher, and the first non-European 
to win the Nobel Prize, wrote somewhere between the 19th and 20th century: 

“I slept and dreamt that life was joy.  
I awoke and saw that life was duty.  

I worked - and behold, duty was joy.” 

I think in today’s world many people feel one big void. They feel kind of  stuck, not knowing what to 
do with their lives. They may lose agency over their habits, control over their emotions and eventually 
feeling entirely empty inside. Without really realizing too much consumption leads to a life of  
escapism. 
The insidious thing about consumption is that it can give you the false illusion that you are doing 
something. Watching fitness videos for hours won't help you get fit. You have to get up and move 
around to do that. Watching cooking shows for hours won't make you a better cook - cooking will. 
  
The overarching question that looms over our work and is asked of  our students is: Do you want to 
define your life by self-expressive creation or mindless consumption? 
The driving factor of  our philosophy is creating and doing. We want to actively shape life. Life is 
meant to be lived and enjoyed, but that is not the real purpose of  life. What is the purpose? The 
purpose of  life is to be alive and to make the most of  what is possible. Your purpose is to grow and 
evolve. It is as simple as that. If  you do something, even if  it seems boring at first or doesn't bring 
immediate pleasure, you’re having good chances to live a healthy life. 
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Creating as a trigger for happiness 
I think that it is important to show people this way of  life, in which we let them have experiences that 
make them realize this. I often talk about how powerful it is, for example, to carve and to be involved 
with your own hands in a manufacturing/production process. It gives power to create something. You 
make yourself  useful by enjoying expanding your knowledge and skills. 

But it’s also important to see that to feel happy we often don’t need things which make sense at first. 
Sometimes it’s really just a matter of  fulfilling a certain duty, because duty is joy. All people who 
attended the very first Student Intensive may now be reminded of  our "Sisyphus task" in the last 
night. What we have done? We actually just carried sandbags up and down a hill - surrounded by the 
darkness of  the night - without exchanging a word. For three hours. Before we started we all 
encountered a lot of  resistance at the beginning of  the activity. However, the longer it lasted, the 
greater a feeling of  peace and tranquility became. It filled us with joy. Hours pass in minutes. The 
task, the concentration on our steps, on not falling down distracted us from our worries about the 
future and brought us back to the present. And when we left the hill, knowing that we just did this 
gave us the freedom to feel fulfilled. Doing such things will help you see yourself  in a new light and 
earn your own appreciation. 

It may sound stupid or crazy but in fact this is why we include such powerful and inspiring practices 
into our work. I think everyone benefits from it in a positive sense and enriches their lives if  they open 
themself  up to it. Happiness is often to be found in much more simple things than you may think. 
What this main part of  our practice is meant to teach, and most importantly what it is meant to instill 
a sense of, is that when the work and not the end product is the reward - that is what it means to enjoy 
it. Work is duty and “duty is joy.” Happiness becomes the way. 

Creating as a therapeutic tool 
That creating has real power to make people happy we have already discussed. Being happy, I would 
say, is usually followed by health. At least in emotional and mental terms. If  we take a closer look at 
what happens when we create, we can realize that it can also be a therapeutic tool. And not only for 
people who have received the label "sick", but for our entire society. 

When we create, we enter a state of  flow, and flow is what psychologist Mihály Csíkszentmihály 
defines as a state of  complete immersion in an activity for its own sake. In his book „Flow: The 
psychology of  optimal experience“ he writes: 

“Flow is a state in which people are so involved in an activity that nothing else seems to matter; the 
experience is so enjoyable that people will continue to do it even at great cost, for the sheer sake of  

doing it.” 

When you focus on one activity and become fully absorbed by it, your heart rate slows and your 
breath deepens. This immersive nature of  being creative helps you control what thoughts you pay 
attention to. I always like to put it like this before letting people start something in our workshops: In a 
way, creative work transforms into a form of  meditation. It is a process to help explore self-expression - 
and in doing so, find new ways to gain personal insight and develop more robust coping skills 
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Closing 
A creative, an active life is an amplified life. It’s a bigger life, a happier life, an expanded life, and a hell 
of  a lot more interesting life. Living in this manner - continually and stubbornly bringing forth the 
jewels that are hidden within you - is a fine art, in and of  itself. With these words by Elizabeth Gilbert 
from her book Big Magic, I could relate a lot. 

Turning your life into a more creative one does not take much. You just need to leave your laziness 
and judgment behind. You just need to start and show up to it. 
If  this is really new to you I recommend you to start with taking one hour per day for being a creator. 
Put away your phone and everything what could distract you. Lie or sit down and wait. Allow yourself  
to overcome your boredom. Allow yourself  to „wake up“. Allow yourself  to enter a state of  flow by 
doing something for its own sake. Allow yourself  to get creative. Maybe you will directly get pulled 
towards to a specific action and do something. Maybe you will just keep lying or sitting for the whole 
hour and having inspiring thoughts. Remember, it’s not about the outcome, it’s about allowing 
creation. - And this is not limited to a particular way of  doing things. 

Remember the quote from Robert Louis Stevenson. We shouldn’t judge each day by what we consume 
but by what we create. Create more, consume less. That’s a good mantra to live by. Cheers! 
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Inspirations from our practice


